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STRATEGIES FOR EFFECTIVE IN-HOUSE

professional
development

a guide for administrators, coaches, and faculty

You have a lot of expertise, talent, and
resources inside your building. How do you
leverage those to support your faculty with
in-house professional development that is
meaningful and values every teacher’s
contributions to the team?
Here are five research-proven strategies
you can implement right away.
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ANCHOR DISCUSSIONS AROUND A
PROFESSIONAL TEXT

Just like the book groups we foster in our classrooms, a book study with
colleagues builds community and increases our understanding of the ideas in the
text. Deadlines and accountability to others help us make time to read, and talking
about what we read makes it easier to translate the ideas into action we can take
in our classrooms.
It is important that group members feel some ownership in the book choice, but it
is also helpful for the facilitator or an administrator to offer some suggestions.
We’ve listed a few favorites that have repeatedly proven useful in our after-school
study groups and Leadership Groups.

EXAMPLES
ADDITIONAL
TIPS
Use the same text throughout
the year so staff can read
slowly and process the text
deeply.

THE BOOK WHISPERER
by Donalyn Miller
THE JOURNEY IS EVERYTHING
by Katherine Bomer
THE LITERACY TEACHER'S PLAYBOOK, GRADES K-2
by Jennifer Serravallo
THE LITERACY TEACHER'S PLAYBOOK, GRADES 3-6
by Jennifer Serrvallo
MAKING SENSE
by James Hiebert et al
MATHEMATICAL MINDSETS
by Jo Boaler
WE GOT THIS
by Cornelius Minor

If a whole text feels
impractical, select excerpts
most relevant to your team’s
goals or needs.
Engage in critical thinking
rather than simply reading the
text as a how-to manual.
Discuss the barriers to
implementation and how you
might adapt to overcome
them.
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WATCH VIDEOS OF TEACHERS TEACHING

Watching another teacher is one of the most effective forms of mentoring and professional
development, but it’s often logistically difficult to coordinate. Video is the next best thing, especially
when it’s authentic and imperfect, not a painstakingly edited clip that no longer resembles the
realities of the classroom.
We frequently look at recorded minilessons, conferences with students, and end-of-workshop shares,
not only with an eye on what the teacher did that we can do, too, but also to notice what students
said or did that might inform our instruction.
Videos of teachers inside your building are best, because it’s easy—and powerful—for each teacher
to imagine their own students in the clip. It’s also helpful to be able to talk about what you see in the
video with the teacher who led the class. Why did you choose X instead of Y? What did the student(s)
already know? What happened next?
But it might be smart to lay some groundwork first with videos of teachers outside of your building.
Show a clip and model how you want colleagues to talk about it. Avoid focusing on deficiencies and
redirect conversation, if needed, to help faculty notice what’s going well. Doing so will build trust that
it’s “safe” to be recorded and seen by colleagues. Teachers will emerge more confident and willing to
share video of themselves.

ADDITIONAL TIPS
Break the ice and set expectations for
discussion by viewing videos from outside of
your building first. You can find videos on our
vimeo channel,
www.vimeo.com/butlerpartnershipinquiry
Set an expectation for participation (e.g., all
teachers will be recorded once during the
year), but then allow teachers to schedule
their recording on a day they feel most
confident.

Observe and create the recording for each
teacher so you gain additional context for
discussion. Preview the video before
presenting it to a group, noting effective talk,
tools, and/or structures to bring to others’
attention.
Send the featured teacher a courtesy note
before the staff meeting, acknowledging
something you appreciated in the video and
listing a few questions you anticipate arising
in discussion that he/she may want to think
about in advance.
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LOOK AT STUDENT WORK TOGETHER

Another way to observe and talk about the learning
that happens in our classrooms is to look at student
work together. It's a great way to strengthen
conferring, because we can hear what other teachers
recognize and name as strengths and collaborate to
choose appropriate next steps and potential teaching
points for that student.
As you look at real student work together, talk about
what it suggests the student knows. After listing
strengths, ask teachers what they’d teach next. Then,
as a group, discuss and prioritize what lesson and tryit you’d offer the student in conference.
Don’t allow conversation to focus on the work’s
deficits. If needed, redirect statements that stray from
focus on teaching points: So what do you think this
student is ready for now? ...what could you teach the
writer next that he/she could carry beyond this piece
of writing?
Again, as with video, you can begin with student work
from outside your building to establish expectations
and model the kind of conversation you wish to have.
The Partnership’s six published anthologies offer a
wide variety of student writing across genres and
grade levels. You can also save unclaimed work from
former students who have moved away.
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Access our anthologies at
www.partnershipforinquirylearning.org/anthologies

COMMIT TO TRY-ITS
AND REPORT BACK

You know that minilessons often end with a “try it”
assignment; your staff development meetings
should too. You might ask everyone to try the same
strategy and report back about how it went at the
next meeting. Or you can invite each teacher to
identify his/her own try-it based on what they've
experienced in the current meeting.
Ask participants to state what they’ll try before
they leave the session
Remind them what they said they’d try
Ask them to share what worked at next meeting
(note similarity to workshop model: active
engagement, independent try-it, share)
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ASK FOR TEACHER INPUT

Last but not least, we know that students are most motivated to read and write when they can
choose their own books and subject matter, and the same is true for faculty. Be sure to balance
school-wide initiatives with teacher choice.
On in-house professional development days, you might provide one school-wide program in the
morning and then allow teachers to choose from a variety of breakout sessions in the afternoon.
Look at teachers' responses on evaluations to identify trends or common themes in goals. Ask
for teacher input when selecting professional development activities, providers, and topics.

On-site support
Need help getting started or addressing a specific challenge? The Partnership for Inquiry
Learning can facilitate content-specific professional development for grade-level teams or all
staff meetings. Contact us at lduggan@partnershipforinquirylearning.org or (317) 226-4260.
Also, be sure to visit www.partnershipforinquirylearning.org for free resources and event
information. Encourage your staff to join the Partnership's email list or follow us on social media.

Get more resources at
www.partnershipforinquirylearning.org

